
Name:  _________________________________

Synonyms

children     insects     begin     damp    

done     giant     perhaps like     

pebble     silly quickly chuckle

Choose a synonym from the box to replace each underlined word.

1.  Tommy liked watching the huge elephant at the zoo. _________________________ 

2.  I tossed a stone on the lake. _________________________

3.  Carla knows so many funny jokes. _________________________

4.  We are studying bugs in school.  _________________________

5.  We ran home fast because it was raining. _________________________

6.  Ed makes everyone laugh when he makes goofy faces. _________________________

7.  I enjoy drinking iced tea during the summer. _________________________

8.  Some kids do not like eating vegetables. _________________________

9.  Put the wet towel in the clothesline to dry. _________________________

10.  Put your plate in the sink when you’re finished. _________________________

11.  Maybe we can go outside after lunch today. _________________________

12.  Be sure you start your science project tonight. _________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Synonyms

children     insects     begin     damp    

done     giant     perhaps like     

pebble     silly quickly chuckle

Choose a synonym from the box to replace each underlined word.

1.  Tommy liked watching the huge elephant at the zoo. giant 

2.  I tossed a stone on the lake. pebble

3.  Carla knows so many funny jokes. silly

4.  We are studying bugs in school.  insects

5.  We ran home fast because it was raining. quickly

6.  Ed makes everyone laugh when he makes goofy faces. chuckle

7.  I enjoy drinking iced tea during the summer. like

8.  Some kids do not like eating vegetables. children

9.  Put the wet towel in the clothesline to dry. damp

10.  Put your plate in the sink when you’re finished. done

11.  Maybe we can go outside after lunch today. Perhaps

12.  Be sure you start your science project tonight. begin
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